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Abstract

The parametric knowledge memorized by large
language models (LLMs) becomes outdated
quickly. In-context editing (ICE) is currently
the most effective method for updating the
knowledge of LLMs. Recent advancements
involve enhancing ICE by modifying the de-
coding strategy, obviating the need for altering
internal model structures or adjusting external
prompts. However, this enhancement operates
across the entire sequence generation, encom-
passing a plethora of non-critical tokens. In
this work, we introduce Adaptive Token Biaser
(ATBIAS), a new decoding technique designed
to enhance ICE. It focuses on the tokens that
are mostly related to knowledge during decod-
ing, biasing their logits by matching key enti-
ties related to new and parametric knowledge.
Experimental results show that ATBIAS signif-
icantly enhances ICE performance, achieving
up to a 32.3% improvement over state-of-the-
art ICE methods while incurring only half the
latency. ATBIAS not only improves the knowl-
edge editing capabilities of ICE but can also be
widely applied to LLMs with negligible cost.

1 Introduction

Large language models (LLMs) (OpenAI, 2022,
2023; Touvron et al., 2023a,b; Song et al., 2024)
accumulate a substantial volume of factual knowl-
edge during pretraining. However, some of this
knowledge may quickly become outdated, resulting
in decreased reliability of LLMs (Chen and Shu,
2023; Zhang et al., 2023b; Huang et al., 2023a).
Due to the substantial cost associated with retrain-
ing, knowledge editing (KE) (Sinitsin et al., 2020;
De Cao et al., 2021; Mitchell et al., 2022; Yao et al.,
2023) has been proposed to update the knowledge
in LLMs by injecting new knowledge or modifying
parametric knowledge.

As currently the most effective KE method, in-
context editing (ICE) (Madaan et al., 2022; Zhong
et al., 2023; Zheng et al., 2023; Cohen et al., 2024)
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Figure 1: A simple example of in-context editing (ICE).
ICE successfully edits easy knowledge but fails to edit
stubborn knowledge.

has demonstrated state-of-the-art performance in
KE. By providing contextual editing prompts with
new knowledge retrieved from the edit memory,
ICE can efficiently guide LLMs to inference and
generate the answers related to the new knowledge.

Bi et al. (2024a,b) indicate that editing stub-
born knowledge solely through external context
prompts is challenging, as this knowledge has been
established in LLMs with strong confidence during
pre-training, as illustrated in Figure 1. Recent state-
of-the-art ICE method DeCK (Bi et al., 2024a) en-
hances the editing of stubborn knowledge by modi-
fying entire generating sequence during decoding.
However, this approach carries potential risks, not
only introducing the possibility of inference errors
but also incurring higher latency costs.

In this work, we explore enhancing ICE for
editing stubborn knowledge during the decoding
stage of LLMs, without altering internal LLMs’
parameters or modifying external prompts. We pro-
pose Adaptive Token Biaser (ATBIAS), a new KE
framework for LLMs that enhances ICE by match-
ing key entities and biasing the logits of specific
tokens. The framework of ATBIAS is shown in
Figure 2. Unlike previous decoding (Li et al., 2023;
Chuang et al., 2023; Bi et al., 2024a), ATBIAS fo-
cuses more on the matched tokens rather than the
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Figure 2: Illustration of how ATBIAS enhances ICE during decoding. ATBIAS adjusts the key token probabilities
based on the similarity computed between filtered tokens and extracted new and parametric knowledge entities.

entire generated sequence. We argue that modifi-
cations on other tokens are unnecessary, leading to
redundant computational costs and even mistakes.
For example, in generating text The author Richard
Dawkins wrote "Misery", the key terms "Richard"
and "Dawkins" merit attention over other words in
the text. Indiscriminate adjustments to other words
(such as "The", "author", etc.) can pose a poten-
tial risk of introducing fundamental errors in the
logical coherence of the entire inference statement.

The main goal of ATBIAS is to increase the gen-
eration probability of tokens related to new knowl-
edge while decreasing that of parametric knowl-
edge. Capturing key textual entities is a prerequi-
site for matching crucial tokens. ATBIAS provides
a parametric induction and entity extraction mod-
ule, which can efficiently extract key entities from
both new facts and parametric facts induced from
LLMs. We also introduce knowledge caching, en-
abling the aforementioned process to be completed
offline. This ensures our ATBIAS performs effi-
cient editing with only a single inference.

We design a specialized filtering mechanism
that ensures our approach only considers top-
ranked and high-probability predicted tokens. The
probabilistic-ranking filter not only significantly re-
duces the likelihood of implausible tokens having
their logits erroneously amplified but also greatly
improves the time efficiency of ATBIAS.

Tokens related to key entities cannot be precisely
located due to the tokenization rules. Therefore,
we developed an N-gram and Jaccard-based simi-
larity comparison algorithm to match tokens with

entities. We introduce bias to the logits of both new
and old knowledge entities based on the similar-
ity computed between the filtered tokens and these
entities. The tokens related to new knowledge are
more likely to be output than parametric knowledge
during the generation of LLMs, thus significantly
enhancing the editing capabilities of ICE.

Experimental results indicate that our ATBIAS

significantly enhances ICE performance, achieving
up to a 32.3% improvement over state-of-the-art
decoding methods while incurring only half the
latency. This means that ATBIAS not only further
improves editing capabilities but can also be widely
applied to LLMs with negligible cost. Furthermore,
we suggest that research into decoding methods
should focus more on key tokens rather than the
entire sequence in generation.

2 Preliminary

LLMs Decoding. The primary goal of LLMs
during decoding is to predict the succeeding word
within a provided context sequence. Formally,
given a sequence of tokens {x1, x2, . . . , xt−1} of
length t− 1, we can calculate the probability dis-
tribution of next token over the vocabulary set V:

P (x|x<t) = softmax(ϕ(ht)), x ∈ V (1)

where ϕ(·) represents an affine layer for embedding
vectors H = {h1, . . . , ht−1}. In decoding, LLMs
samples from the conditional distribution P (x|x<t)
to generate next token xt, continuing this process
until an end-of-sequence token is produced.
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Multi-hop Editing. Multi-hop editing is a highly
challenging task in KE, aimed at verifying whether
a fact has been thoroughly edited in LLMs. It
not only edits the specific knowledge but also all
related knowledge within the multi-hop relations
impacted by this edit. For example, consider the
two-hop question in Figure 2. The original answer
would be "United States" with the facts Stephen
King wrote "Misery", Stephen King is a U.S. citizen.
With an edit Richard Dawkins wrote "Misery" and
existing knowledge Richard Dawkins is British, the
edited output answer should be "United Kingdom".

3 Methods

The framework of ATBIAS is shown in Figure
2. First, we induce LLMs to output parametric
knowledge by clozing the retrieved new knowl-
edge, and then we extract the knowledge entities
from them (Section 3.1). This process can be op-
timized through knowledge caching (Section 3.5).
Next, we refine the tokens using a probability and
rank-based token filter (Section 3.2), and match
key entities with an n-gram and jaccard similarity
calculation algorithm (Section 3.3). Finally, we
adaptively bias the logits of the crucial tokens (Sec-
tion 3.4) to predict the next tokens.

3.1 Parametric Induction & Entity Extraction
Extracting key knowledge entities from redundant
knowledge information is a fundamental prereq-
uisite of ATBIAS. This enables the adjustment
of corresponding token probabilities during decod-
ing. Specifically, ATBIAS enables the preprocess-
ing to obtain parametric output from LLMs corre-
sponding to each new fact piece in the edit memory.
For example, consider a piece of new fact updated
in the edited fact memory: The author Richard
Dawkins wrote "Misery". By clozing the new fact
such as The author _ wrote "Misery", LLMs can be
induced to provide parametric fact outputs like The
author Stephen King wrote "Misery".

Subsequently, the key knowledge entities are in-
dividually extracted from these fact pieces. We
define the function extract(·) to represent this pro-
cess. Given a set of fact pieces fact, we can obtain
a list of split entity strings:

Efact = Extract(fact) (2)

Then, the extracted entities Enew and Epara from
new fact and parametric fact are used to match the
key tokens in Section 3.4.

3.2 Probabilistic-Ranking Filter
As introduced in Section 2, tokens with higher
probabilities in the distribution P (x|x<t) are more
likely to be sampled and output during the decoding
in LLMs. However, if we calculate the similarity
(Section 3.3) for all tokens in the vocabulary V to
adjust their logits (Section 3.4), it will not only
cause unnecessary time overhead but also increase
the potential risk of erroneously amplifying the
probabilities of unreliable tokens.

Inspired by APC (Li et al., 2023), we design a
stringent filtering mechanism to eliminate the unre-
liable tokens. Specifically, we control the decoding
scope based on both the probability values of the
tokens and their rankings.

First, we set a constraint parameter α to ensure
that the filtered tokens logits have only a small dif-
ference from the highest probability. Using P (xt)
to represent P (xt|x<t) for notational brevity, the
probabilistic filter can be formalized as follows:

Vprob =
{
xt ∈ V : P (xt) ≥ αmax

w
P (w)

}
(3)

We then define the ranking-based filtering:

Vrank = {xt ∈ V : P (xt) ≥ P (Rk)} (4)

where Rk represents the token with the k-th largest
probability. This implies that we exclusively fo-
cus on the top-k tokens in the distribution. Subse-
quently, we obtain a more stringent set of filtered
tokens:

Vhead(xt|x<t) = V1 ∩ V2 (5)

Vhead imposes specific decoding constraints by
considering both probability and ranking, thereby
avoiding situations where filtered tokens have high
rankings but low credibility, or where there are too
many tokens with high probabilities. We can then
predict the next token by:

Pfilt(xt) =

{
P (xt), if xt ∈ Vhead(xt|x<t),

−∞, otherwise.
(6)

3.3 N-gram and Jaccard Similarity

Tokens related to key entities cannot be precisely
identified due to tokenization rules. Therefore,
directly identifying specific tokens and adjusting
their logits is not feasible. ATBIAS presents a
novel approach where tokens are first decoded into
strings during the decoding process, which are then
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matched with the strings derived from key entities.
Thus, tokens more relevant to key entities can be
identified by matching decoded strings with entity
strings. An additional challenge is that a word may
be segmented by the tokenizer into various pre-
fixes, infixes, and suffixes. For example, ’Dawkins’
might be segmented into "Daw-" and "-kins". This
means the decoded strings may be the substrings
of entity strings. Therefore, we need to match the
substrings obtained from decoding the tokens with
the full strings split from the key entities.

To tackle the above challenges, we developed an
N-gram and Jaccard-based similarity comparison
algorithm to match the filtered tokens with key en-
tities. The target of our algorithm is to compare
the similarity between substrings (tokens) and full
strings (entities), including complex word struc-
tures such as prefixes, infixes, and suffixes.

We begins by decomposing both the substring
and the full string into character n-grams. A charac-
ter n-gram is a contiguous sequence of n characters
within a string. We define the function g(·) to rep-
resent the decomposition of a string into an n-gram
set. For example, for the string "Stephen" and
n=3, the set of 3-grams includes g("Stephen") =
{"Ste", "tep", "eph", "phe", "hen"}. Specially, we
compute the n-gram sets of the substrings and the
full strings using a sliding window approach.

Next, we can calculate the Jaccard similarity (Ni-
wattanakul et al., 2013) between the two decom-
posed n-gram sets of decoded strings and entity
strings, which can be formalized as follows:

sim(xt, ei) =
|g(xd

t ) ∩ g(ei)|
|g(xd

t ) ∪ g(ei)|
(7)

where xd
t represents the decoded strings from fil-

tered tokens satisfying xd
t = decode(xt) and xt ∈

Vhead(xt|x<t), ei ∈ E and E = {e1, e2, . . . , em}
is the split entity strings set of length m.

3.4 Adaptive Token Biaser
The main goal of our adaptive token biaser is to
increase the logits of tokens corresponding to new
knowledge entities while decreasing those of para-
metric knowledge entities, thus enhancing the ca-
pability of ICE editing knowledge. Therefore, the
biasing operation can be divided into two parts,
starting with the enhancement of new knowledge:

Padj(xt) = Pfilt(xt) + λnP̄sim(xt, e
n
i ) (8)

where λn is the bias coefficient for new knowledge,
en
i represents the split string of new knowledge enti-

Algorithm 1 Adaptive Token Biaser

Require: P : distribution of tokens, V : vocabulary,
Fnew: new facts, Fpara: parametric facts

1: Filter V → Vhead
2: Extract Fnew → Enew and Fpara → Epara
3: Compute avg. P̄ = 1

|Vhead|
∑

xi∈Vhead
P (xi)

4: for each xi ∈ Vhead do
5: Decode xi → xd

i

6: for each en
j ∈ Enew do

7: if xd
i in en

j then
8: N-gram Decompose xd

i , en
j → gix, gje

9: P (xi) = P (xi) + λn · P̄ · |gix∩g
j
e|

|gix∪g
j
e|

10: end if
11: end for
12: for each e

p
j ∈ Epara do

13: if xd
i in e

p
j then

14: N-gram Decompose xd
i , ep

j → gix, gje

15: P (xi) = P (xi)− λp · P̄ · |gix∩g
j
e|

|gix∪g
j
e|

16: end if
17: end for
18: end for
19: return P

ties such that en
i ∈ Enew = {en

1, e
n
2, . . . , e

n
m}. And

P̄ is the average probability of all filtered tokens,
defined as:

P̄ =
1

|Vhead|
∑

xt∈Vhead

Pfilt(xt) (9)

Similarly, the suppression of parametric knowledge
can be represented as follows:

Padj(xt) = Pfilt(xt)− λpP̄sim(xt, e
p
i ) (10)

where λp is the tuning coefficient for parametric
knowledge, ep

i ∈ Epara represents the split string of
parametric knowledge entities.

The overall process of ATBIAS is shown in Al-
gorithm 1. ATBIAS controls the degree of logits
bias for tokens corresponding to key entity texts
by calculating similarity. The n-gram and jaccard
similarity in Section 3.3 ensures the validity of this
step, as a higher overlap receives a certain weight,
while lower overlap or mismatches receive a weight
of zero. This distinguishes our ATBIAS from the
decoding methods that operate on the entire gener-
ating sequence. ATBIAS focuses only on the few
crucial tokens, such as "Richard" and "Dawkins"
in The author Richard Dawkins wrote "Misery",
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Model Method MQUAKE-3K MQUAKE-2002 MQUAKE-HARD

ROME (Meng et al., 2022a) 18.2 19.1 15.7
LLAMA2- IKE (Zheng et al., 2023) 85.4 85.1 88.9
7B-CHAT IKE w/ DeCK (Bi et al., 2024a) 91.3 89.4 98.6

IKE w/ ATBIAS (ours) 93.1 92.3 98.8

ROME (Meng et al., 2022a) 39.4 39.7 35.2
LLAMA2- IKE (Zheng et al., 2023) 63.8 64.1 55.2
13B-CHAT IKE w/ DeCK (Bi et al., 2024a) 84.6 84.4 89.7

IKE w/ ATBIAS (ours) 89.7 87.6 91.2

ROME (Meng et al., 2022a) 28.1 30.2 26.3
MISTRAL- IKE (Zheng et al., 2023) 34.1 35.6 15.6
7B-INSTRUCT IKE w/ DeCK (Bi et al., 2024a) 46.7 48.5 19.2

IKE w/ ATBIAS (ours) 47.6 48.7 22.6

Table 1: Experimental results (accuracy; %) across ROME, original IKE, IKE enhanced by DeCK and our ATBIAS.
The batch size of the edit memory was set to 1 to evaluate the foundational capability of directly editing knowledge.
The best editing result for each LLM is highlighted in bold font.

without biasing the majority of others like "The",
"author", etc. This ensures that our editing pro-
cess does not interfere with the reasoning of LLMs,
reducing the potential risk of introducing inappro-
priate tokens during decoding.

3.5 Knowledge Caching for Efficient Editing

Considering that parametric induction and entity
extraction in Section 3.1 can introduce additional
time overhead, we can preprocess these steps in
advance. Specifically, whenever a new fact is up-
dated in the edited memory, we offline induce the
LLMs to output the corresponding parametric fact
and then extract the entities from both the new and
parametric facts. We record these in a knowledge
cache to ensure that they can be directly retrieved
during online inference by the LLMs.

Actually, the offline preprocessing is not impera-
tive, as many advanced ICE methods (Zhong et al.,
2023; Wang et al., 2024; Shi et al., 2024) inher-
ently involve parametric output during their pro-
cess with LLMs. For example, MeLLo (Zhong
et al., 2023) prompts LLMs to output parametric
answers to subquestions. And then ATBIAS can
extract the entities from these parametric answers
in MeLLo online, using simple methods or tools
such as fine-tuned LMs or regular expressions. See
the Appendix A for detailed examples. Therefore,
our ATBIAS only requires a single inference with
negligible additional overhead.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Setup

Tasks. Our experiments focus on the one-hop
and multi-hop question-answering tasks introduced

in Section 2. We set the batch size of the edit
memory as 1 and full batch for multi-hop editing
evaluation. The batch size means the number of
instances providing the edited facts for knowledge
retrieval.

Datasets. We conduct extensive experiments for
the main multi-hop editing task using MQUAKE-
3K (Zhong et al., 2023) along with its challeng-
ing derivatives, MQUAKE-2002 and MQUAKE-
HARD, introduced by Wang et al. (2024).
MQUAKE provides multi-hop knowledge ques-
tions to evaluate KE on counterfactual edits. We
also evaluate for one-hop editing task on COUN-
TERFACT (Meng et al., 2022a). Additionally, we
follow (Bi et al., 2024a) to use corresponding STUB-
BORN datasets to further evaluate the effectiveness
of editing stubborn knowledge in Section 4.4.

Models and Baselines. We examine different
LLM families and sizes, including LLAMA2-
7B-CHAT, LLAMA2-13B-CHAT(Touvron et al.,
2023b), and MISTRAL-7B-INSTRUCT (Jiang et al.,
2023). We employ the state-of-art ICE methods
IKE (Cohen et al., 2024) and MeLLo (Zhong
et al., 2023), and advanced model-editing tech-
niques ROME (Meng et al., 2022a) as baselines.
We also compare our approach with these ICE
methods enhanced by DeCK (Bi et al., 2024a), the
state-of-the-art decoding method for ICE that con-
trasts knowledge. IKE prompts LLMs to edit new
knowledge using contextual demonstrations, while
MeLLo edits multi-hop knowledge by decompos-
ing sub-questions and guiding LLMs to generate
answers. ROME views editing as least squares
with linear equality constraints and employs the
Lagrange multiplier for solving.
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Model Method MQUAKE-3K MQUAKE-2002 MQUAKE-HARD

LLAMA2- MeLLo (Zhong et al., 2023) 32.6 40.8 5.1

7B-CHAT
MeLLo w/ DeCK (Bi et al., 2024a) 43.1 45.8 5.8
MeLLo w/ ATBIAS (ours) 54.3 48.9 6.3

LLAMA2- MeLLo (Zhong et al., 2023) 33.4 35.9 3.9

13B-CHAT
MeLLo w/ DeCK (Bi et al., 2024a) 36.8 38.2 6.2
MeLLo w/ ATBIAS (ours) 48.7 43.6 6.7

MISTRAL- MeLLo (Zhong et al., 2023) 21.8 22.8 2.1

7B-INSTRUCT
MeLLo w/ DeCK (Bi et al., 2024a) 21.3 22.9 2.6
MeLLo w/ ATBIAS (ours) 24.7 25.4 3.1

Table 2: Experimental results (accuracy; %) on multi- hop editing task with 500 instances. We conduct the
experiments with the full batch size edit memory to evaluate the performance of memory based KE.

Implementation. We implement IKE with multi-
hop question-answering demonstrations and chain-
of-thought (COT) (Wei et al., 2022) prompting
to enhance its performance. We deploy ATBIAS

to MeLLo without the need for additional prepro-
cessing, as MeLLo naturally outputs parametric
knowledge (Section 3.1). The prompts used in IKE
and MeLLo are shown in Appendix C. The model
editing methods ROME in our baselines are de-
ployed using EasyEdit (Wang et al., 2023b). We
set n to 2 in the n-gram decomposition, the adap-
tive constraint α to 0.0005 and k to 10, with bias
coefficients λn set to 25 and λp set to 1.

4.2 Overall Performance

We set the batch size of the edit memory as 1
for evaluating the foundational direct editing ca-
pabilities of IKE (Zheng et al., 2023) method,
especially considering multi-hop questions with
1,000 instances. The batch size means the num-
ber of instances providing the edited facts for
knowledge retrieval. Table 1 displays the perfor-
mance on MQUAKE across various models and
datasets. Overall, compared to the model-editing
method ROME, the ICE method IKE demon-
strates a clear advantage. The enhanced IKE
by ATBIAS consistently shows the best perfor-
mance. Furthermore, as model parameters in-
crease (LLAMA2-13B-CHAT) and pretraining be-
comes more refined (MISTRAL-7B-INSTRUCT),
the knowledge within LLMs becomes more stub-
born to editing. ATBIAS can enhance ICE to effec-
tively edit this stubborn knowledge.

We follow the setup of previous work (Zhong
et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2024) to conduct exper-
iments for MeLLo (Zhong et al., 2023) with the
full batch size edit memory. As shown in Table 2,
the experimental results illustrate that ATBIAS en-
hances MeLLo to varying degrees in full batch ex-

periments. Specifically, the enhancement provided
by our ATBIAS shows a significant advantage, with
an impressive improvement of up to 32.3% com-
pared to DeCK. This is because ATBIAS operates
on a small number of key tokens rather than the
entire sequence as in DeCK, leaving other tokens
in the inference process unaffected. This greatly
reduces the potential risk of introducing fundamen-
tal errors during the inference stage, making our
ATBIAS’s enhancements even more pronounced
in longer and more complex editing pipelines. It
further indicates that ATBIAS holds significant po-
tential for real-world KE applications with higher
performance and lower costs.

4.3 One-hop Editing
Despite the greater challenge of multihop edit-
ing, we still used the COUNTERFACT dataset to
evaluate one-hop editing for the robustness of our
method. As the results shown in Table 3, the ICE
method IKE achieved high accuracy in the simpler
one-hop editing task, with IKE enhanced by our
ATBIAS consistently outperforming others.

Model IKE w/ DeCK w/ ATBIAS

LLAMA2-7B 98.37 98.65 99.42
LLAMA2-13B 93.76 94.23 95.35

Table 3: Experimental results of IKE on COUNTER-
FACT for one-hop editing task.

4.4 Editing on Stubborn Knowledge
Stubborn knowledge in LLMs is difficult to edit
because it is established with strong confidence dur-
ing the pretraining process. We follow (Bi et al.,
2024a) to construct the corresponding STUBBORN

datasets for different models to specifically evalu-
ate ATBIAS’s performance on stubborn knowledge.
The stubborn datasets are categorized into different
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Model STUBBORN ROME IKE IKE w/ DeCK IKE w/ ATBIAS

LLAMA2-7B-CHAT
> 33% 17.7 56.4 72.3 73.9
> 67% 19.3 37.8 55.9 57.8

LLAMA2-13B-CHAT
> 33% 42.5 38.9 70.1 71.6
> 67% 40.2 29.4 48.5 56.5

MISTRAL-7B-INSTRUCT
> 33% 19.7 20.7 26.5 33.2
> 67% 18.5 17.9 22.6 27.9

Table 4: Performance of different models on their respective STUBBORN datasets. The edit memory batch size of
the IKE methods is set to 1. ‘STUBBORN > 33%’ indicates instances from the MQUAKE-3K dataset where IKE
failed to edit knowledge more than 33% of the time. ‘STUBBORN > 67%’ follows the same criterion.

difficulty levels based on the proportion of correct
answers when using ICE methods to edit the same
knowledge multiple times with different questions.

The experimental results on the STUBBORN

datasets are presented in Table 4. We find that
IKE’s performance on STUBBORN datasets signifi-
cantly declined compared to Table 1, even falling
below the model-editing method ROME. This in-
dicates that relying solely on external prompts is
insufficient to change LLMs’ confidence in this
stubborn knowledge. The enhancement methods
applied during decoding significantly improve the
effectiveness of editing stubborn knowledge, with
ATBIAS consistently achieving the best perfor-
mance. This suggests ATBIAS enhances ICE meth-
ods’ ability to effectively edit stubborn knowledge.

Model Method Latency Throughput
(ms/token) (token/s)

LLAMA2-
Baseline 36.03 (×1.00) 27.76 (×1.00)

7B-CHAT
DeCK 69.99 (×1.94) 14.29 (×0.51)

ATBIAS 36.19 (×1.01) 27.64 (×1.00)

LLAMA2-
Baseline 51.41 (×1.00) 19.45 (×1.00)

13B-CHAT
DeCK 94.08 (×1.83) 10.63 (×0.55)

ATBIAS 49.11 (×0.95) 20.36 (×1.05)

Table 5: Decoding latency (ms/tokens) and throughput
(tokens/s). Green shows low latency and high through-
put, red shows high latency and low throughput.

4.5 Latency & Throughput

Table 5 shows the decoding latency for the baseline,
as well as when incorporating DeCK or ATBIAS.
DeCK requires generating and comparing two se-
quences during decoding, resulting in approxi-
mately 2x the latency of the baseline. It is worth
noting that ATBIAS increases the decoding time by
only a factor of 1.01 in LLAMA2-7B-CHAT and is
even more efficient in LLAMA2-13B-CHAT com-
pared to the baseline. This efficiency is due to the

probabilistic-ranking filter, which filters out most
low-probability tokens and only considers highly
confident tokens for prediction. It suggests that
ATBIAS, with its outstanding editing performance,
can also be widely applied at negligible cost.

4.6 Why ATBIAS Edits Efficiently?

Bi et al. (2024a) observes that the values of the
logits corresponding to the parametric knowledge’s
tokens are very high before editing. Even though
ICE significantly increases the logits of the tokens
corresponding to new knowledge, there are still
cases where it fails to surpass the parametric ones.
To reveal the underlying reasons why ATBIAS can
effectively enhance the ICE methods from a model
interpretability perspective, we analyzed the prob-
ability changes of the new knowledge before and
after applying ATBIAS. Specifically, we capture
the first tokens of the new and parametric knowl-
edge entities that represent them and then record
their normalized logits.

The results illustrated in Figure 3 show that IKE
with ATBIAS has a higher distribution within the
high probability range, while IKE without ATBIAS

is concentrated in the low probability range. Addi-
tionally, the probability ranking of new knowledge
significantly increased after incorporating ATBIAS.
Moreover, the probability distribution of the para-
metric knowledge exhibited an opposite trend after
incorporating ATBIAS. This further explains why
ATBIAS can effectively enhance ICE: it increases
the probabilities of new knowledge entities and de-
creases the probabilities of parametric knowledge
entities. As shown in the editing example in Figure
2 (Richard Dawkins is a citizen of the United King-
dom), the newly generated knowledge entities by
ATBIAS serve as new contextual cues during infer-
encing to reason over multiple hops of knowledge,
significantly improving editing performance.
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ICE w/ ATBaisICE w/o ATBais

Figure 3: Probability (left) and ranking (right) statistics of new Knowledge for LLAMA2-7B-CHAT on stubborn >
33%. The probabilities are derived from normalize calculations.

4.7 Ablation Study

We conducted a comprehensive ablation study on
the adaptive constraints, bias coefficients, and key
components of ATBIAS. Table 6 presents the re-
sults for the filter in ATBIAS, demonstrating the
necessity of filtering tokens based on both proba-
bility and ranking constraints. Additional ablation
study results can be found in the Appendix B.

Model Prob Rank Prob & Rank

LLAMA2-7B 90.2 81.5 93.1
LLAMA2-13B 81.9 72.4 89.7

Table 6: Ablation study results for the filter of our
ATBIAS. Prob and Rank respectively represent proba-
bility and ranking constraints in the filter.

5 Related Work

Factual Hallucinations. Factual hallucinations
have garnered widespread attention due to their sig-
nificant side effects, as LLMs generate content that
deviates from established world knowledge (Ton-
moy et al., 2024; Huang et al., 2023a; Wang et al.,
2023a; Jiang et al., 2024). These hallucinations can
arise from various sources and at different stages
of the LLM life cycle (Zhang et al., 2023b). Out-
dated knowledge is a major factor contributing to
factual hallucinations. ATBIAS enhances KE dur-
ing the inference stage in LLMs to mitigate these
hallucinations.

Knowledge Editing. KE (Yao et al., 2023) has
been proposed to update information in LLMs, en-
abling accurate responses to current questions. In
general, there are three lines of works for KE.
Model editing (Zhu et al., 2020; Meng et al.,
2022a,b; Huang et al., 2023b) involves adding or al-
tering the model parameters responsible for the un-
desirable output. Meta-learning methods (De Cao

et al., 2021; Mitchell et al., 2021) use a hypernet-
work to learn the necessary adjustments for editing
LLMs. In-context editing methods (ICE) (Mitchell
et al., 2022; Madaan et al., 2022; Zhong et al.,
2023; Zheng et al., 2023) demonstrate significant
potential, enabling the editing of LLMs by prompt-
ing them with edited facts and retrieving editing
demonstrations from the edit memory.

Decoding Strategy. Recent work modifies vari-
ous decoding strategies to enhance different align-
ments by altering the logits of the original tokens
during generation. CD (Li et al., 2023) compares
powerful expert language models with weaker ama-
teur language models to enhance fluency and coher-
ence. DoLa (Chuang et al., 2023) contrasts mature
layers with premature layers, while ICD (Zhang
et al., 2023a) compares with models injected with
hallucinations, aiming to enhance the factual ac-
curacy of the model. DeCK (Bi et al., 2024a) en-
hances ICE by highlighting the output probabil-
ity increment of new knowledge in contrast to the
parametric knowledge. Unlike the aforementioned
decoding methods, ATBIAS proposed in this paper
only needs to adjust key tokens to enhance KE and
mitigate factual hallucinations in LLMs.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we propose a new KE framework,
ATBIAS, to enhance ICE. ATBIAS focuses on the
crucial tokens that are mostly related to knowl-
edge during the generation, biasing their logits by
matching the knowledge entities. This design ef-
fectively reduces the potential risk of introducing
fundamental errors in the logical coherence of the
entire inference statement. Experimental results
show that ATBIAS significantly improves the edit-
ing success rate of ICE and outperforms the current
best decoding methods. Furthermore, the latency
of ATBIAS is at most 1.01 times that of the base-
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line, meaning ATBIAS not only enhances ICE but
can also be widely applied with negligible cost.

Limitations

We mainly evaluate the KE methods on the
LLAMA2-7B-CHAT, LLAMA2-13B-CHAT, and
MISTRAL-7B-INSTRUCT. The efficacy of these
methods on other LLMs remains less explored. Ad-
ditionally, although ATBIAS is expected to be eas-
ily deployable on any ICE method to enhance KE
performance, we currently evaluate ATBIAS on the
representative IKE and MeLLo, lacking broader
validation. We leave the evaluation on other mod-
els and ICE methods for future work.

Ethical Considerations

Ethical considerations are of utmost importance in
our research endeavors. In this paper, we conscien-
tiously adhere to ethical principles by exclusively
utilizing open-source datasets and employing mod-
els that are either open-source or widely recognized
in the scientific community. Moreover, counterfac-
tual public datasets were used in knowledge edit-
ing to measure knowledge updates. Our proposed
method is designed to ensure that the model does
not produce any harmful or misleading informa-
tion. We are committed to upholding ethical stan-
dards throughout the research process, prioritizing
transparency, and promoting the responsible use of
technology for the betterment of society.
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Multi-hop question:
Subquestion:

What is the country of the author of the book "Misery"? 
Who is the author of the book "Misery"? 

Retrieved fact: Richard Dawkins wrote "Misery".
Answer: Richard Dawkins.

Parametric output: Stephen King wrote "Misery".

Subquestion: What is the country of Richard Dawkins?

Retrieved fact: Richard Dawkins is from United Kingdom.
Answer: United Kingdom.

Parametric output: Richard Dawkins is a citizen of United Kingdom.

Final answer: United Kingdom.

Contradict!

Not Contradict.

Stephen King

Dawkins Richard
Extract Entity

Extract Entity

ATBias

MeLLo

Enhance!

Figure 4: An illustration of ATBIAS’s easy deployment on MeLLo.

need to induce LLMs to preprocess it offline. Table
4 demonstrates how MeLLo (Zhong et al., 2023)
can easily deploy ATBIAS without additional infer-
ence, directly extracting the required entities from
the parametric output of subquestion responses.
This means that knowledge entities can be extracted
online and fed into ATBIAS when using MeLLo.
Thus, ATBIAS enhances ICE during the decoding
stage with just a single inference step.

B Additional Ablation Study of ATBIAS

We conduct following additional ablation study
experiments using the ICE method IKE (Zheng
et al., 2023) with LLAMA2-7B-CHAT and
LLAMA2-13B-CHAT on the MQUAKE-3K

datasets.

B.1 N-gram Decomposition

The N-gram decomposition is a prerequisite for
calculating the similarity between the knowledge
entities and filtered tokens (Section 3.3). Table 5
presents the ablation study results for various val-
ues of gram n during this process. Both excessively
high and low decomposition precision can diminish
the matching effectiveness, with n = 2 yielding
the best editing performance.

Figure 5: Ablation study results of the gram n for n-
gram decomposition process.

B.2 Probabilistic Constraint of Filter

The probabilistic constraint of ATBIAS’s filter
(Section 3.2) that represented in Equation 3 is sub-
jected to an ablation study on the parameter α. The
results of this study are shown in Table 6, indicat-
ing that α = 0.0005 yields the best editing per-
formance. The fact that smaller α values yield
better performance further indicates the strictness
of our filtering process, effectively preventing in-
terference from unreasonable tokens.

Figure 6: Ablation study results of the probabilistic
constraint α of filter.

B.3 Ranking Constraint of Filter

The ablation study results of ranking constraint
(Equation 4) are illustrated in Table 7, showing that
k = 10 yields the best editing performance.

Figure 7: Ablation study results of the ranking con-
straint k of filter.
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[3 in-context demonstrations abbreviated]

Question: What is the capital city of the country of citizenship of Ivanka Trump’s spouse?
Edit Knowledge: Jared Kushner is a citizen of Canada.
Thoughts: Ivanka Trump’s spouse is Jared Kushner. Jared Kushner is a citizen of Canada. The
capital city of Canada is Ottawa.
Answer: Ottawa

Question: Which continent is the country where the director of "My House Husband: Ikaw Na!"
was educated located in?
Edit Knowledge: Irene Villamor was educated in New York University.
Thoughts: The director of "My House Husband: Ikaw Na!" is Jose Javier Reyes. Jose Javier Reyes
was educated in New York University. De La Salle University is located in United States of America.
United States of America is located in the continent if North America.
Answer: North America

Table 7: An illustration of the COT based IKE solving two simplified examples. The orange parts are facts retrieved
by the retriever.

[2 in-context demonstrations abbreviated]

Question: What is the capital city of the country of citizenship of Ivanka Trump’s spouse?
Subquestion: Who is Ivanka Trump’s spouse?
Generated answer: Ivanka Trump’s spouse is Jared Kushner.
Retrieved fact: David Cameron is married to Samantha Cameron.
Retrieved fact does not contradict to generated answer.
Intermediate answer: Jared Kushner
Subquestion: What is the country of citizenship of Jared Kushner?
Generated answer: The country of citizenship of Jared Kushner is United States.
Retrieved fact: Jared Kushner is a citizen of Canada.
Retrieved fact contradicts to generated answer.
Intermediate answer: Canada
Subquestion: What is the capital city of Canada?
Generated answer: The capital city of Canada is Ottawa.
Retrieved fact: The capital city of United States is Seattle.
Retrieved fact does not contradict to generated answer, so the intermediate answer.
Intermediate answer: Ottawa
Final answer: Ottawa

Table 8: A step-by-step illustration of MeLLo solving one simplified example. Blue parts are generated by the
language model, and orange parts are facts retrieved by the retriever.

B.4 Bias Coefficient of Knowledge

We adjust the logits of tokens matching with the
new and parametric knowledge entities (Section 8)
with the bias coefficients λn (Equation 10) and λp.
The ablation study results of λn and λp are shown
in Table 9 and 10, respectively. ATBIAS achieves
the best performance when λn = 25.

Model λn = 20 λn = 25 λn = 30

LLAMA2-7B 90.5 93.1 92.7
LLAMA2-13B 86.6 89.7 88.9

Table 9: Ablation study results of the bias coefficient of
new knowledge λn.

ATBIAS achieves the best performance when
λp = 1. An λp value of 0 means that the logits of
tokens matching with parametric knowledge enti-

ties are not reduced, and the results indicate that
this leads to a decline in performance. Optimal
performance is achieved with smaller values of λp

because excessively large λp values may cause the
logits of tokens incorrectly matching old knowl-
edge entities to decrease too much, adversely af-
fecting editing performance.

Model λp = 0 λp = 1 λp = 2

LLAMA2-7B 85.9 93.1 88.6
LLAMA2-13B 70.2 89.7 83.2

Table 10: Ablation study results of the bias coefficient
of parametric knowledge λp.
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C Prompts of ICE for Experiments

The prompt we used in IKE (Zheng et al., 2023)
is shown in 7, and the prompt we used in MeLLo
is shown in 8. Based on the provided contextual
demonstrations, LLMs can be guided to perform
the corresponding ICE methods. ATBIAS can en-
hance these ICE methods without modifying any
prompts.
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